Powerful Monitoring, Extreme Ease of Use

Award Winning Internet Monitoring Software

Automatically Records
Screen Snapshots

v Monitor and protect your
children on the Internet

Hello!

Chats/Instant Messages
Online Searches

v Detect employee abuse
of company PCs

Web Sites Visited

v See if your family is using
the Internet inappropriately

File Transfers

Emails (Sent & Received)
Keystrokes Typed

v Discover who uses your
PC while you are away

Program Activity
MySpace Activity
!

The Gold Standard in Internet Monitoring and
Surveillance Software
Spector Pro is the world’s best selling software for monitoring and recording every
detail of PC and Internet activity – in your home or in your office.
Selected as the Editors’ Choice by the experts at PC Magazine, Spector Pro records
every detail of what they do on the computer – their chats, instant messages, emails,
the web sites they visit, what they search for, what they do on MySpace, the pictures
they post and look at, the keystrokes they type, the programs they run and much
more. And because of its advanced surveillance screen snapshot features, you get to
see not only WHAT they do, but the EXACT order in which they do it, step by step.

Keywords
Plus More...

Blocks Access To
X

Specific Web Sites

X

Chat/IM Contacts

X

All Internet Activity

Hello!

With Spector Pro, you will never doubt who is doing what on the computer.

Two-Time
Award Winner

“Every word they type, every
link they click, Spector Pro
will be watching.”
-InfoWorld
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Automatically Records
Screen Snapshots

Spector Pro is the world’s best selling software for monitoring
and recording every detail of PC and Internet activity – in your
home or in your office.

• VCR-Style Playback
• Fast Forward/Immediate Rewind
• Advanced File Compression
• Export to BMP, JPEG or AVI formats
• Print any Saved Images

See EXACTLY What They Do, Step by Step
Spector Pro automatically records every email, chat, web site, keystroke, search
and MySpace activity your kids or employees do on the PC and Internet. Plus,
the advanced surveillance snapshot feature in Spector Pro allows you to visually
review everything they do, in the EXACT order they do it, step by step.

Hello!

Chats/Instant Messages

• Records AOL Chat, AOL Instant
Messenger (AIM), ICQ & Trillian
• Records MSN & Yahoo Messenger
• Records Google Chat & Skype Chat
• Records MySpace Chat
• Blocks AOL/ICQ, Yahoo, MSN

With Spector Pro, you will never doubt who is doing what on the computer.
Internet Access & Chat Blocking

Online Searches

Spector Pro allows you to block access to specific web sites, restrict Chat/Instant
Message conversations and control Internet access time on a schedule. Want to
block the kids from chatting online after school? Easy. Keep them off MySpace
after 9:00 PM? No Problem. Block access to sex.com forever? Done.

• Records Search Terms
• Works on Google, AOL, Windows Live,
MSN, Yahoo, MySpace, Ask, and more

Web Sites Visited

Spector Pro at Home

• Records Names and Titles of Web Sites
• View Total Number of Visits to Web Site
• Summary Reporting of Overall Web Usage
• Block Future Access to Entire Web Sites
with a Single Click
• Records Information Submitted Online

Spector Pro records EVERYTHING your kids do on the Internet. You will always
have a COMPLETE VISUAL record of their online activity, giving you peace of
mind even for those times when you can’t be around to supervise. And, if you
believe your family is using the Internet inappropriately, there is no faster or
more accurate way to find out than with Spector Pro.

Email Activity Sent & Received

Spector Pro at the Office

• Records Outlook & Outlook Express
• Records SMTP/POP3 Email
• Records AOL, Hotmail, Gmail, MySpace,
Yahoo & hundreds of others
• View/Open File Attachments

The average employee spends more than twelve hours per week online. Are
your employees working when they’re online or are they playing through
chat rooms, on auction sites, checking sports scores and stock quotes, and
doing personal email? Are they spreading company confidential information
in anonymous email accounts and message boards? Spector Pro records every
EXACT DETAIL of their activity, from the moment they log on to the second they
log off at the end of the day.

Files Transferred

• Records Files Uploaded or Downloaded
to/from Web Sites
• Records Instant Messenger File Transfers

Fast, Friendly Technical Support - 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week

Keystrokes Typed

SpectorSoft’s Technical Support staff is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week to assist you by phone or email.

• Records ALL Typed Keystrokes
• Records Hidden Characters

Program Activity

• View Amount of Time Program was Used

User Activity

• Record Time when User Logged On
• View Total Time Active and Inactive
!

Keywords Detected

• Specify Keywords/Phrases to Monitor
• Alert upon Detection of Keyword/Phrase

www.spectorsoft.com

Spector Pro features a streamlined user interface that consists of file folder tabs representing each
of the recording tools. Access to your recorded data and settings is just a single click away from
anywhere within Spector Pro.

MySpace Activity
Over 100 million people are on MySpace. Is your child one of them?
Who are their “friends”? What personal information is posted in their
profile? How much time are they spending on MySpace? Find out
all this information and more with the MySpace Activity Report in
Spector Pro.

Top 10 Activity
Quickly view how they are using the computer with Top 10 Activity
Reports. Who are they chatting and emailing most frequently? What
are they searching for on the Internet? Which web sites are they
visiting the longest? View the details and immediately block activity
you decide is inappropriate.

Screen Snapshot Playback
Advanced surveillance snapshot recording allows you to see not
only what your children and employees do, but the EXACT order
in which they do it, step by step. Viewing the screen snapshot
playback is like watching a surveillance tape of their online and PC
activity. With Spector Pro, you’ll never doubt who is doing what on
the computer.

Chat/IM Recording
Spector Pro records both sides of chat conversations and instant
messages your kids and employees have on AOL Instant Messenger,
ICQ, Yahoo Messenger, Google Chat, MySpace and more. Plus, with
Spector Pro’s powerful Chat Blocking feature, you can prevent
specific people from any further chatting or Instant Messaging with
your child or employee.

Spector Pro Product Screenshots   
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Award Winning Internet Monitoring Software

Featured In...

@ Home
“Within 36 hours of using Spector, I had enough evidence to approach
the police. The teacher who was in a sexual relationship with our
daughter was arrested, sentenced and will have his photograph and
address listed on the state’s sexual offender web site. None of this
would have been possible without evidence obtained using Spector.”
Bob Watkins
Tennessee

”Your product saved my son’s life and turned it around! I will never stop
telling others about your product.”
D. Wise
Chicago, Illinois

“Don McDevitt, a parent in North
Wales, Pa., installed Spector Pro
and discovered that his teenage
son was using marijuana. He
also learned that a friend of his
teenage daughter was emailing
inappropriate photos of herself. He
had a talk with his kids and put that
kind of behavior to an end.”
-The Wall Street Journal

”I am critical of everything, but I have NEVER found a program so easy
to install, configure and use.”

“Spector Pro offers the
most powerful assortment
of monitoring and
reporting tools.”

Fred Levine
Schenectady, New York

@ Work

-PC Magazine

“Since the installation of Spector Pro on a number of our computers in
the office, Internet abuse and inter-company email gossip has nearly
been eliminated.”
Joseph Danenza
Alexander Samuel & Co., Solicitors
London, United Kingdom

”Spector Pro has been so effective at reducing personal time spent on
the computer that I expect an annual cost savings of $220,000.”
Daniel Anderson
Northern Arizona Orthopaedics
Flagstaff, Arizona

About SpectorSoft
SpectorSoft develops, markets and supports PC and Internet monitoring and surveillance products
for business, education, government and general home users.
Recognizing that corporations, schools and families need to know how people are using their PCs
and what they are doing on the Internet, SpectorSoft was founded to provide the first useful and
intuitive recording and playback products for Windows and Mac OS based computers.
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MSNBC
TIME Magazine
Newsweek
Business Week
CNN
ABC World News
CBS News
NBC Today Show
The New York Times
The Washington Post
The Los Angeles Times

In addition, our products have received thousands of accolades from the most important group:
our customers.
Our company mission is a simple one: to provide truly useful Internet tools for employers,
educators, government offices and parents concerned about inappropriate use of the web, to
make these tools powerful, yet simple to use, and to provide these tools at an affordable price,
backed by top-notch support - 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

System Requirements
• Windows® XP Home Edition or Professional, Windows Me, Windows 98,
Windows 2000, or Windows Vista™ (Official Release)
• 64 MB of memory or more
• 0.5 GB of available hard disk space recommended
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